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Comprehension Skill Teaching Resources
Use of Language – Interpreting Analogies

For students 
reading at a  
6th grade 
 level or  
higher

To support instruction, this set of resources will help your 
students develop the essential comprehension skill Interpreting 
Analogies. An analogy is a figure of speech that compares two 
things in a text. When readers encounter an analogy in a text, 
they analyze the author’s use of language to figure out what is 
being compared and what the comparison means.
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Use of Language
Interpreting Analogies

Lesson 1

I N T E R M E D I AT E

On a stormy day, you might hear someone say, “It’s raining cats and dogs!” Another person 

might say, “It’s a real Tempest out there.” Both of these sayings are analogies that mean it’s 

raining very hard. An analogy is a figure of speech that describes something by comparing it 

to something else. Authors often use analogies when writing novels, plays, poems, short stories, 

and other texts. Analogies can help make new or difficult ideas more understandable by relating 

them to something that most people would know. They can also add humor, create a mood, or 

give a deeper level of emotion.  

Analogies generally use figurative language, which means that the comparison drawn between 

the two things is not meant to be taken literally. Instead, the comparison between the two is 

figurative or symbolic. For example, one popular analogy from Shakespeare states, “All the 

world’s a stage, and all the men and women are merely players.” This doesn’t mean the world is 

a literal, actual stage. This analogy uses figurative language to point out that life has both drama 

and humor in it, and that people may have certain “roles” in their lives (e.g. first as children, then 

as teens, then as adults), just as actors have roles in a play.  

Because figurative language is not meant to be taken literally, people learning English might find 

it hard to recognize analogies. The words say one thing, but mean something else. There are 

many types of figurative language used in English. Here are five common types that authors use 

to make analogies. 

An allusion is a reference to a well-known person, event, object, or text.  

• I’m trying to make healthier snack choices. It’s hard, especially since cookies are my  
Achilles’ heel. (An Achilles’ heel is a weakness. It comes from the mythical Greek hero 

Achilles, who was thought to be invincible but was killed when an arrow struck him in  

his heel. In this example, cookies are this person’s weakness, meaning he or she has a  

hard time resisting them.) 

Hyperbole is an extreme exaggeration used to convey humor or emphasize a point. 

• Ugh, I have a ton of homework to do! (A literal ton is 2,000 pounds of weight. The literal 

meaning isn’t intended here. When used as hyperbole, ton is used to indicate an extremely 

large amount. In this case, ton refers to a lot of homework.) 
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An idiom is a peculiar or traditional way of saying something. An idiom can be a phrase or a 

full sentence. Idioms are unique to each language and are used to express a certain feeling, 

condition, or concern. 

• She’s not coming in today; she’s feeling under the weather. (Taken literally, under the weather 
makes no sense. As an idiom, this phrase means sick or not well.)

• What’s in the box? Your guess is as good as mine. (The idiom Your guess is as good as mine 
is another way of saying I don’t know.) 

An oxymoron is a combination of words that have opposite meanings but are used together to 

express a specific emotion, mood, criticism, or opinion.

• A deafening silence fell over the crowd. (Deafening normally refers to something extremely 

loud. Deafening silence signifies that the silence is particularly dramatic or meaningful.)

• He’s gotten himself into another fine mess. (Fine normally refers to something that is 

pleasing, good, or of high quality. A fine mess refers to a problem or an uncomfortable 

situation.)   

Personification is the use of language to give human or living traits to nonhuman or  

nonliving things.

• The full moon peeked through the dark clouds. (Since peeking requires eyes, the moon 

can’t peek. However using peeked creates a certain visual effect: that the moon moved 

purposefully, perhaps even cautiously or shyly, and deliberately chose to reveal itself at a 

certain moment.)

Use of Language
Interpreting Analogies

Lesson 1

I N T E R M E D I AT E
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 ► Read these statements. On the lines that follow, state what type of figurative language 
is used and what the analogy means. Use a dictionary or other source to do research, if 
needed. (The figurative language used in the analogies is underlined.) 

Ashley heard through the grapevine that a new bakery is opening on Main Street. 

1a. Type of figurative language:

1b. Meaning of the analogy: 

My little sister starts kindergarten this week. It feels like she was just born yesterday! Time flies! 

2a. Type of figurative language:

2b. Meaning of the analogy:

Emily is the Einstein in our group, so it’s no surprise she won the science fair.

3a. Type of figurative language:

3b. Meaning of the analogy:

Can we hurry up? This is taking forever. 

4a. Type of figurative language:

4b. Meaning of the analogy:

Our experiment failed, so it’s time for us to go back to the drawing board. 

5a. Type of figurative language:

5b. Meaning of the analogy:

This table is made of genuine imitation wood.  

6a. Type of figurative language:

6b. Meaning of the analogy:

Use of Language
Interpreting Analogies

Lesson 1

I N T E R M E D I AT E
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I’ve asked her a million times to put her stuff away.  

7a. Type of figurative language:

7b. Meaning of the analogy:

Grace shivered when she felt the cold wind’s icy grasp.

8a. Type of figurative language:

8b. Meaning of the analogy:

Lori’s life is a real Cinderella story. She started with nothing, worked in a lot of thankless jobs, but is 

now the head of an international company. 

9a. Type of figurative language:

9b. Meaning of the analogy:

Michael is taking a working vacation this summer. 

10a. Type of figurative language:

10b. Meaning of the analogy:

Use of Language
Interpreting Analogies

Lesson 1

I N T E R M E D I AT E
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Writing Prompts for Anchor 4: Use of Language  
4B Interpreting Analogies 

 

Prompts for Both Fiction and Non-Fiction 

Basic Based on a selection that you have read, create an analogy for this statement: "Watching 
a friend go through a hard time is like…" and explain what you mean. Use details from 
the selection to illustrate and support your writing. 

Basic Using a selection you have read, give an example of a comparison made between two 
things that are the same in some ways yet different in some ways. For example, a boot 
and a sandal, or a bird and a cat. 

Basic Think about a time an author described a character or event by comparing it to 
something similar. Create your own examples comparing something new to the same 
character or event. 

Basic Make a list of ten sayings that describe a character or person from a selection by 
comparing him or her to something else. For example, "That person is as busy as a bee." 

Intermediate Create three analogies about people, places, or objects mentioned in a selection, using 
the form A is to B as C is to D. 

Intermediate Give three examples of how an author used analogies to explain confusing or complex 
ideas by comparing them to something familiar. 

Intermediate Write a letter to an author who created an ambiguous relationship between two ideas. 
Explain why the comparison seemed unclear. Give the author tips to writing an effective 
analogy and provide a clearer connection between the unknown entity and a familiar 
idea. 

Intermediate One well-known analogy states, "Life is like a box of chocolates. You never know what 
you're going to get." Create a new analogy for this statement ("Life is like…) based on a 
selection that you have read and explain what you mean. Use details from the selection 
to illustrate and support your writing. 

Intermediate Based on a selection that you have read, create an analogy for this statement: "Watching 
a friend go through a hard time is like…" and explain what you mean. Use details from 
the selection to illustrate and support your writing. 

Intermediate Based on a selection that you have read, create an analogy for this statement: "Moving to 
a new home or school is like…" and explain what you mean. Use details from the 
selection to illustrate and support your writing. 

Intermediate Based on a selection that you have read, create an analogy for this statement: "Falling in 
love is like…" Explain what you mean. Use details from the selection to support your 
writing. 

Intermediate Based on a selection that you have read, create an analogy for this statement: "Losing a 
loved one is like…" and explain what you mean. Use details from the selection to 
illustrate and support your writing. 
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Literal Meaning Non-literal Meaning
Type of Figurative Language

Did you hear Tom is writing another play? He’s a regular 
Shakespeare!

Tom has written a lot of plays. allusion

(what the author means)(what the text says)
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